


B. Protection of the atmosphere

In reply to the Commission's request to provide relevant information on domestic legislation

and the judicial decisions of the domestic courts, Austria would hke of offer the following
comments

1. UNFCCC and Kyoto Protocol

Austria ratified the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) on
27 February 1994 (Federal Law Gazette Nr 414/1994) Austria stgned the Kyoto Protocol to
the UNECCC, containing concrete reduchon targets for greenhouse gas emissions for Annex :[

Parties, on 29 April 1998 and ratified it on 31 May 2002 as one of the 15 Member States of
the European Union which agreed to fulfil their commitments under the Kyoto Protocol
jotntly according to Article 4 of the Protocol (Federal Law Gazette Part [[! Nr. 89/2005) The
Austrian ratiflcatton of the Doha Amendment to the Kyoto Protocol (second commitment
period) Is currently under preparation.
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2. CUimate Change Act ("Kÿimaschutzgese%z")

fn November 2011, the Austrian Parliament adopted a new Climate Change Act (Khmaschutz-
gesetz, KSG - Federal Law Gazette Part [ Nr 106/2011, as amended), which stipulates sectoral
targets and administrative responslbditles to fulfil the international and European Union
climate change commitments The law defines processes on how to develop climate

strategies and provides for the necessary institutional arrangements.

3. Austrian Environmental Support Act ("Umweltfÿrderungsgesetz")

The Austrian Environmental Support Act (Umweltforderungsgesetz, Federal Law Gazette Nr
185/1993, as amended) was enacted in 1993 One of the four pillars of this legal instrument is
the Domestic Environmental Support Scheme, the main objective of which is to provide
subsidies for companies to implement measures in the field of energy efficiency, climate and
environment protection The second chmate change-related pdtar of Austria is the Austrian

Jf/CDM Programme, which aKms to contribute to achieving the Austrian reduction
commitment under the Kyoto Protocol's first commitment penod through the apphcation of

the project-related flexible mechanisms, namely Joint fmplementation, Clean Development

Mechanism and Green [nvestment Schemes

4. Austrian Climate and Energy Fund (KLLEN)

According to the Chmate and Energy Fund Law (Klima- und Energiefondsgesetz, Federal Law
Gazette Part f Nr 40/2007), the objective of the KLT EN Is to contnbute to meeting Austria's
climate change commitments by funding of chmate and energy related projects The Chmate
and Energy Fund focuses on three key areas research in and development of renewable

energy systems, development and testing of new transport and mobihty systems,
acceleration of chmate mitigation measures and their success on the market (market

penetration) Chmate-related research, including impacts of cltmate change, Is funded as well

See also Austria's statements in the Sixth Committee (see attachments).
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Mr. Chairman,

Austria takes note of the work of the Working Group regarding the topic "The obligation to
extradite or prosecute (aut dedere aut iudicare)" and commends the Special Rapporteur
Mr Knangsak Kittichalsaree and the Working Group for the final report. It provides a valuable
presentation of the full scope of this topic

Austria has consistently stated that there is no duty to extradite or prosecute under
customary international law and that such an obligation results only from specific treaty
provisions. This situation makes it also difficult to establish a common legal regime for this
topic. A report such as the one now before us seems to be the only way to deal with this
matter. As indicated already in our previous statements, we do not object to the conclusion
of this topic.

As to the substance of the report, I would only like to refer to the observation of the

Commission zn paragraph 14 of the report concerning the existence of a gap in the present
international conventJonal regimes regarding most crimes against humanity This issue is
certainly a matter that should be addressed m the framework of the topic of crimes against
humanity, a matter to which we have referred to in the discussion under Cluster L

Mr. Chairman,

The Austrian delegation congratulates the Specmal Rapporteur, Professor Georg Nolte, on the
advancement of the Commission's work on "Subsequent agreements and subsequent
practice in relation to the interpretation of treaties" and the formulation of a further set
of draft conclusions with commentary.

My delegation shares the view expressed in the first sentence of draft conclusion 7 paragraph
3 that the parties to a treaty are presumed not to amend or modify a treaty by subsequent
agreement or practice Rather, the presumed retention of the parties is the interpretation of
treaty provisions This presumption aptly descnbes fmthfulness to treaty obhgatlons and the
principle of pacta sunt servanda

The statement contained in the second sentence of draft conclusion 7 paragraph 3 that "the

posslblhty of amending or modifying a treaty by subsequent practice of the parties has not
been generally recogmzed" raises some questions. One may strictly adhere to this statement
on the basis of the proposed defimtlon of "subsequent practice" in draft conclusion 4
paragraph 2, which is only regarded as "an authentic means of interpretation" In so far as
"subsequent practice" is defined as an act of interpretation, it will not extend to amendment
or modification

However, as indicated by the discussions within the Commission, this conclusion leads to the
more general issue whether a subsequent practice of treaty parties may modify a treaty in
the wew of the Austrian delegation, this effect may not be generally excluded
Notwithstanding the fact that during the 1969 Vienna Codification Conference on the law of
treaties former draft article 38 on the modification of treaties by subsequent practice was not
adopted, it seems clear that a "subsequent practice" estabhshmg an agreement to modify a
treaty should be regarded as a treaty modification and not merely as an interpretation
exercise

Also where no such retention of the parties can be established, general international law does
not exclude that states parties to a treaty may create customary international law through
their subsequent practice, if accompamed by opimo iuns, and thereby modify the nghts and
obhgatlons contained m the treaty This consequence ,s even reinforced by the fact that



international law does not know any hÿerarchy between the sources of international law. Thus,
the change of International law based on custom by treaty rules and vice versa is a generally
accepted phenomenon which the formulation of the second sentence of draft conclusion 7
paragraph 3 should not be understood to exclude

The Austrian delegation appreciates the formulation in draft conclusion 9 paragraph i that an
agreement under article 31 paragraph 3 subparagraph (a) and (b) of the Vienna Convention
on the Law of Treaties "need not be legally btndmg" We note that apparently the question
was not uncontroverslal in the dehberatlons of the International Law Commission As already
stated in our previous comments and ÿn particular last year's statement ÿn the Sÿxth
Committee we are convinced that such an "agreement" only has to be an "understanding"
indeed and need not be a treaty in the sense of the Vienna Convention Also informal
agreements and  non-binding  arrangements may amount to  relevant "subsequent
agreements"

With regard to the first sentence of draft conclusion 9 paragraph 2, Austria wishes to
emphasize that the subsequent practice of fewer than all parties to a treaty can only serve as
a means of interpretation under very restrictive conditions This apphes in particular to the
sÿlence on the part of one or more parties referred to In the second sentence of this draft
conclusion.

Mr. Chairman,

We commend the Special Rapporteur Professor Shinya Murase for the elaboration of the first
report on the topic of the "protection of the atmosphere". The report takes stock of the
already existing legal regimes concermng this matter, which prove that States are aware of
the particular problems of pollution of the atmosphere Nevertheless, these different regimes
pursue only a piecemeal approach insofar as they only regulate indlwdual issues such as, for
instance, mdustnal accidents, the ozone layer or persistent organic pollutants, to name only a
few More general conventions such as the 1979 Convention on Long-range Transboundary
Air Pollution exclude the topic of responslbdlty for breaches of its provisions, whereas the
Kyoto Protocol raises problems regarding Its implementation.

Although an all-encompassing regime for the protection of the atmosphere, of either hard or
soft law, would certainly be desirable in order to avoid a fragmented approach, it seems that
at present states would be reluctant to accept such a regime.

Tn such a situation, a report on the various legal options to improve the status of the
atmosphere could undoubtedly be an Important contnbutlon The most recent studies
illustrate conwncmgly that urgent and concerted efforts are needed in order to save the
atmosphere Tt would thus seem very useful to identify the rights and obligations incumbent
upon states which can be derived from various existing legal pnnclples and rules apphcable
to the protection of the atmosphere

As to the mdlwdual draft guldehnes, my delegation wonders why draft guldehne 1 on the use
of terms restncts the deflmtlon of the atmosphere to the troposphere and the stratosphere,
but excludes the mesosphere and thermosphere whch also form part of the atmosphere
Neither the Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution Convention nor the Framework
Convention on Climate Change hmlt their scope of apphcatlon in such a way

The text of draft guldehne 2 subparagraph b, according to which the present draft guidehnes
refer to "the basic pnnclples relating to the protection of the atmosphere", raises the
question of Its relationship to the understanding of the Commission regarding the scope of



the guidelines. The 2013 understanding exphcitly stated inter alia that "the topic wdl not deal
with, but is also without prejudice to, questions such as habdlty of States and their nationals,
the polluter-pays principle, the precautionary prmcKple, common but differentiated
responsiblhtles, and the transfer of funds and technology to developing countnes, including
intellectual property rights." In our view, this demonstrates once more that the understanding
of 2013 might be too narrow to permit any meaningful work on this matter

As to draft guldehne 3 on the legal status of the atmosphere, it is questionable whether the
legal status can be defined before the substance of the rights and obhgatlons is determined.
The qualification of the atmosphere as a natural resource, whose protection is a common
concern of humankind, stdl leaves open, which particular obligations can be denved
therefrom It might seem advisable to embark first on the substance of this matter and then
to find the right definition of its legal status.

Mr. Chairman,

Regarding the subject of "Immunity of state officials from foreign criminal jurisdiction",
my delegation commends the Special Rapporteur, Concepci6n Escobar-Hernÿndez, for the
most valuable third report.

The deflmtion of "State official" in draft article 2 subparagraph (e), as adopted by the
Comm,sslon, reveals the complexities of this term and needs further explanations For
instance, the term "State functions" m the definition lacks a clear deflmtion itself. In particular,
the commentary leaves open whether the scope of "State functions" is only determined by
the internal law of the State, as in article 4 of the Articles on the responslbihty of States for
internationally wrongful acts of the state, or relies on an internationally agreed deflmtÿon
Moreover it is unclear whether there is a distract,on between "governmental authonty", as
used in article 5 of the Articles on state responslbdlty, and the expression "State functions"
used in the present draft article 2.

Accordingly, Jt must be asked whether, for instance, personnel which is contractually
mandated by a state to exercise certain secunty functions would fall under this definition. In
thÿs respect, it would be useful to study the relations between the Articles on State

responslbdlty and the present topic in order to clarify how far acts that give rise to state
responsÿblhty would fall under the immumty ratlone matenae

Draft article 5 on persons enjoying mmmunity ratlone matenae also raises certain questions
There is no defimtion of the expression "acting as such" For instance, it is unclear whether

persons acting in excess of authonty (ultra wres) or m contravention of instructions should
also enjoy immumty. As to the term "from the exercise of foreign criminal jurisdiction" Austria
has stated already last year that this expression needs further clarification. In particular, it
should be clarified that this terms also includes the cnmlnal jurisdiction exercised by
administrative authonties Furthermore, measures to ascertain the facts of a case are not
precluded by Immunity, since the procedural bar of immumty is only relevant once formal
proceedings have been instituted against a person. Further clanflcat,ons are also needed
concermng so-called hybrid courts and acts of judicial authorities on the basis of an arrest
warrant issued by an international cnmJnal tnbunal.

My delegation hopes that these issues will be addressed in the further work of the
Commission on this topic.

Thank you, Mr Chairman




